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ABSTRACT

Background: Addressing patients’ social determinants of health is a national priority for cancer treatment centers. Transportation insecurity is one major challenge for patients undergoing active cancer treatment, and missing treatments can result in worse cancer treatment outcomes, including worse morbidity and mortality. How cancer treatment centers are addressing transportation insecurity is understudied. Methods: In January and February 2022, the NCCN Best Practices Committee conducted a survey of NCCN’s 31 Member Institutions (currently 32 member institutions as of April 2022) to assess how centers were addressing patient transportation insecurity: how they screen for transportation insecurity, coordinate transportation, and fund transportation initiatives, and their plans to address transportation insecurity in the future. Results: A total of 25 of 31 (81%) NCCN Member Institutions responded to the survey, of which 24 (96%) reported supporting the transportation needs of their patients through screening, coordinating, and/or funding transportation. Patients’ transportation needs were most often identified by social workers (96%), clinicians (83%), or patients self-declaring their needs (79%). Few centers (33%) used routine screening approaches (eg, universal screening of social risk factors) to systematically identify transportation needs, and 54% used the support of technology platforms or a vendor to coordinate transportation. Transportation was predominantly funded via some combination of philanthropy (88%), grants (63%), internal dollars (63%), and reimbursement from insurance companies (58%). Over the next 12 months, many centers were either going to continue their current transportation programs in their current state (60%) or expand existing programs (32%). Conclusions: Many NCCN Member Institutions are addressing the transportation needs of their patients. Current efforts are heterogeneous. Few centers have systematic, routine screening approaches, and funding relies on philanthropy more so than institutional dollars or reimbursement from insurers. Opportunities exist to establish more structured, scalable, and sustainable programs for patients’ transportation needs.

Background
Transportation insecurity occurs in healthcare contexts when a patient is unable to regularly participate in their healthcare in a safe and timely manner due to the lack of material, economic, or social resources. This insecurity may be due to a number of different factors, including financial stresses that preclude paying for gas, parking, and/or lodging near cancer centers; inadequate social and family support; lack of access to personal transportation; public transportation infrastructure that is not suitable for patients with cancer; and inability to access ride services. Transportation insecurity is a social risk factor—adverse social conditions associated with poor health—that frequently co-occurs with other social risk factors, such as financial, housing, and food insecurity. This insecurity is a major challenge for patients undergoing active cancer treatment.

Although the precise prevalence of transportation insecurity among patients with cancer is unknown, transportation challenges are common among this population, and patients undergoing cancer treatment are particularly vulnerable to transportation insecurity. First, the physical limitations that result from cancer or treatments may limit transportation options for patients (eg, the need for a wheelchair accessible vehicle or assistance ambulating from a vehicle to the examination room, or the physical inability to use public transportation). Second, financial toxicity is common among patients undergoing cancer treatment, resulting in constraints to transportation affordability. Third, regionalized centers of excellence are often the nexus for highly specialized cancer care, requiring some patients to travel far distances and spend significant time traveling to access necessary care. Fourth, cancer care requires frequent clinical encounters for intensive treatments, resulting in many opportunities for transportation insecurity to impact patients’ ability to access care, and compounding financial and practical barriers to accessing care. As a result, patients may miss, delay, or change their care plans. Ultimately, these disruptions...
in care can be associated with higher rates of cancer recurrence, worse mortality, and widened racial and income disparities in cancer treatment outcomes.19–21

Although national organizations such as the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine have identified transportation insecurity as a key social risk factor,22,23 how cancer care providers and treatment centers currently address patients’ transportation insecurity is largely unknown. The objective of this study is to characterize the national landscape of how cancer centers assess and manage transportation insecurity among oncology patients. Leveraging the NCCN Best Practices Committee (BPC), we conducted a national survey to identify how NCCN Member Institutions screen for transportation insecurity, coordinate transportation, and fund transportation initiatives, and their plans to address transportation insecurity in the future.

Methods

Study Sample

NCCN is a not-for-profit alliance of 32 leading cancer centers devoted to patient care, research, and education (https://www.nccn.org/home/member-institutions). NCCN Member Institutions are recognized as NCI-designated academic cancer centers. They consist of free-standing institutions as well as matrix cancer centers, and are primarily located in metropolitan areas throughout the United States. Insured and uninsured patients travel from urban, suburban, and rural locations to receive treatment at these cancer centers. NCCN Member Institutions develop resources that provide valuable information to numerous stakeholders, not only in the United States but worldwide. The BPC is comprised of one representative from each of the 32 NCCN Member Institutions. BPC members are senior physician and administrative leaders who work toward improving the effectiveness and efficiency of cancer center operations. The main objective of the BPC is to share operational best practices. This goal is achieved through the collection of cancer center data and information, the formation of workgroups, and discussions at in-person and virtual BPC meetings. The BPC conducts several surveys each year on a variety of topics that are of high importance to committee members. At the time of this survey, there were 31 NCCN Member Institutions that constituted the study sample (a new member institution was added after the survey was conducted).

Survey Design

Between January 12 and February 7, 2022, NCCN conducted a patient transportation survey that was disseminated to BPC members. The 8 survey questions (Table 1) were drafted and the survey was pilot tested with 2 BPC members to assess readability and content accuracy. After the pilot, the survey was disseminated to all members of the committee via a web-based tool (SurveyMonkey). Consistent with the BPC’s typical survey process, committee members were instructed to review the survey questions and identify a content expert at their center to complete the survey. Questions focused on how centers screen for transportation insecurity, coordinate transportation, and fund transportation initiatives, and their plans to address transportation insecurity in the upcoming 12 months. The qualifications related to most respondents included titles such as Director, Supervisor, or Manager of social work, patient care services, or supportive services at their respective NCCN Member Institutions. No incentives were offered to BPC members to complete the survey; completing surveys is an expectation of committee membership. Two email reminders were sent to encourage BPC members to ensure their center completed the survey.

Descriptive Analysis

Survey responses were analyzed using means and proportions to characterize observed patterns. The study protocol was determined to not meet the definition of human subjects research by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board.

Results

In total, 25 of 31 (81%) NCCN Member Institutions responded to the survey. Among the respondents, 24 (96%) supported the transportation needs of patients by implementing processes for screening, coordinating, or funding transportation. Patients’ transportation needs were most often identified by some combination of social workers (96%), clinicians (83%), or patients self-declaring their needs (79%) (Figure 1). Few centers (33%) used routine screening approaches to identify transportation needs, such as universally screening all patients for social risk factors at regular intervals.

Among the 24 centers that supported transportation needs, all of them coordinated the patients’ transportation needs, with 11 (46%) using support staff within their treatment centers to coordinate transportation, and 1 even employing a full-time transportation coordinator (4%). However, 54% of the responding centers used the support of technology platforms or a vendor to coordinate transportation, such as Uber Health, Lyft Health, or another technology-enabled transportation network company. Many centers called rides for patients (83%), provided vouchers for transportation (75%) to facilitate taxi rides or public transit, and some used community resources, insurance company processes to support nonemergency medical transportation, or contracted directly with local transportation services, such as cab companies.

Transportation was funded through a variety of mechanisms, such as philanthropy (88%), grants (63%),
internal dollars (63%), and insurance coverage (58%) (Figure 2). One site noted that the only insurance that covers transportation is Medicaid (4%).

When asked about centers’ plans for the next 12 months, one center was planning to start a new program to address transportation (4%) and some stated they would expand existing programs (32%). Most centers were going to continue their transportation programs in the current state (60%). When asked how important it was for cancer centers to solve transportation challenges for their patients, 22 of 24 centers (92%) felt transportation was at least moderately important, with 44% responding that it was extremely important.

**Discussion**

A national priority for cancer treatment centers is to address patients’ social risk factors of health that impact treatment and outcomes. Transportation insecurity is one major challenge for many patients undergoing cancer treatment. For some patients, it is a challenge before they begin their treatment and for others it becomes a significant challenge as they undergo treatment. Missing treatments can result in worse cancer treatment outcomes, including worse morbidity and mortality. How cancer treatment centers are addressing patient transportation insecurity is understudied.

The NCCN BPC survey had 3 key findings. Many NCCN Member Institutions have begun addressing the transportation needs of their patients. Most centers have implemented processes for screening, coordinating, or funding transportation, and many believe that patient transportation issues are moderately or extremely important. However, few centers have a standardized approach to routine screening, and there is variability regarding how centers cover transportation assistance services. Most centers cite philanthropy as the main source of funding, more so than institutional dollars or payer-driven mechanisms.
On one hand, these findings highlight how NCCN Member Institutions commonly address the challenge of transportation for their patients. On the other hand, there remain opportunities to reduce transportation insecurity. How to screen for transportation issues is not standardized across cancer centers. We found that the most common methods of screening were through referrals to social workers, clinicians triggering referrals, or patients declaring their need. The accuracy of provider-initiated referral or self-referral mechanisms for detecting transportation insecurity among patients with cancer is unknown. Without systematic screening practices, patients who may benefit from transportation assistance (e.g., those with financial hardship, have long distances to travel, or are physically impaired by their specific type of cancer or treatment regimen) may not be identified and linked to necessary services. Although screening for transportation insecurity and documenting how patients are connected to resources is beginning to occur in the primary care setting, only 35% of outpatient practices and 74% of hospitals routinely screen for transportation insecurity. Our study found that 33% of NCCN Member Institutions routinely screened for transportation insecurity, a setting where there may be an even more critical need.

Why might routine universal screening not occur? There are significant components of the screening pathway that are understudied, and optimization would likely yield better care: how to screen (e.g., widely accepted, validated among patients with cancer), when to screen (e.g., at home, in clinics), how frequently to screen (e.g., regularly every 3 months or after a missed appointment), which screening medium (e.g., through the electronic health record, phone survey, tablets), how to implement (e.g., front desk screening, self-reported questionnaires, social work administered), and

Figure 1. Responses to “How does your cancer center screen for the transportation needs of its patients?,” depicting common methods of transportation insecurity (N=24).

Figure 2. Responses to “How is transportation for your cancer center patients funded?,” illustrating transportation funding sources (N=24).
whether patients will find screening questions about social risk factors acceptable while undergoing cancer treatment.

Additionally, we observed significant heterogeneity across cancer centers with regard to how they addressed and funded transportation insecurity. Although a noneergency medical transportation benefit (eg, rides to and from doctors’ appointments) is available through certain insurance plans, healthcare facilities, such as cancer centers, are not required to provide these benefits nor do they routinely screen patients for social risk factors. Therefore, patients with transportation needs are not routinely identified. As a result, studies are needed to help (1) characterize the prevalence of transportation insecurity among patients with cancer, and (2) determine the effectiveness of interventions to address transportation needs on downstream health (eg, completion of cancer-directed therapy) and economic (eg, clinical revenue) outcomes. Although some intervention studies have been published,29,30 more evidence is needed to guide how and when provider and payer organizations support transportation interventions for patients undergoing cancer treatment. Quantifying and articulating these impacts to payers, providers, and patients can inform practice and payment change toward supporting interventions that address the social risk factors of patients across the cancer care continuum.

Furthermore, we need to better understand how transportation insecurity interacts with other social risk factors. Transportation insecurity may be the result of unemployment or the consequence of an individual’s decision to avoid the financial toxicity that often ensues for patients undergoing cancer care. Transportation barriers may depend on the patient’s severity of illness. Patients who are severely ill may be unable to drive or access public transportation to attend their scheduled cancer appointments. Distance from the healthcare facility and availability, or lack thereof, of public transportation, including ride services, may factor into a patient’s transportation challenges. Inadequate social support, such as relatives or friends who can help transport patients to and from medical appointments, may also contribute to an individual’s transportation insecurity. The independent and combined effects of these different social risk factors should be studied, and multimodal interventions are likely needed.

Our findings have limitations. The NCCN BPC survey is cross-sectional. Although our study illuminates how NCCN Member Institutions are addressing transportation challenges, there is little information about how these programs have evolved over time. Transportation network companies and ridesharing-based programs are new features to the nonemergency medical transportation landscape. How these interventions improve access to care have mixed evidence but have not been adequately studied among patients being treated for cancer. Our findings may be limited by responder bias (19% of NCCN Member Institutions did not respond) or the Hawthorne effect, as NCCN Member Institutions may not want to self-report that they are not adequately screening for or addressing the transportation needs of their patient population now or in the future. Furthermore, the findings from NCCN Member Institutions may not reflect how other cancer treatment centers or clinical practices are responding to this challenge. Yet, how NCCN Member Institutions are responding to the transportation needs of patients undergoing cancer treatment is important, because these cancer centers are important models for setting care standards in the United States and can influence how policymakers, payers, and other provider organizations choose to improve the care of patients with cancer. Furthermore, in-depth qualitative and quantitative assessments studying how these cancer centers screen for transportation insecurity, coordinate transportation, and fund transportation initiatives, and their plans to address transportation insecurity will be informative and further the understanding of practice gaps which, if closed, may improve clinical and patient-reported outcomes for patients undergoing cancer care.

**Conclusions**

In this cross-sectional study of NCCN Member Institutions, we identified that most cancer centers have mechanisms in place to screen, address, and fund initiatives to address transportation insecurity among patients with cancer. However, variability exists across cancer centers, and critical details for the development and sustainment of effective programs are not known. Understanding how NCCN Member Institutions are addressing the challenge of transportation insecurity provides a lens into the real-world implementation of transportation interventions for patients undergoing cancer treatment. Evaluating how these interventions impact patients’ access to cancer treatments and treatment outcomes remains an important next step. In addition, assessment of the practical and financial impact of missed appointments due to transportation challenges could help establish further impetus to support the needs of patients with cancer. A more structured approach can answer these questions, as well as establish the need for transportation assistance as a basic element of cancer care for many in need.
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